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Evil Dead 2 Hd BluRay 720p In EnglishTunnel Bear Tunnel Bear was an unlicensed, experimental, analog, FM-only, standard-band radio station operated between
1994 and 1995 by the then-members of the Australian band Powderfinger. For the time the project was active it offered an alternative to mainstays Triple J, FM
Classic, and FM Melbourne. By 1995 the project had been extended as a solo project by Ed Kuepper with similar sentiments towards Triple J. But as more stations
increased their lineups, and Triple J's subscriber numbers grew, Tunnel Bear became less relevant and was dropped by the year's end. History Background Tunnel
Bear operated for one season, between November 1994 and December 1995, from a listening room in the toilets of The Strand Hotel in Melbourne, Australia. The
station broadcast under the moniker of Radio Jindi until mid-1995, when the name was changed to Tunnel Bear. Although Radio Jindi had earned itself a cult
following, it ceased operations the same year Tunnel Bear started. The name Tunnel Bear was a tribute to a Melbourne radio station that had operated in the 1930s,
called Radio Jindi. Built by an American family that operated a radio network, the AM station was set up as a free-form, all-music station by John Bannerman, a radio
enthusiast who also built the first radio station in Melbourne. Tunnel Bear began broadcasting over the airwaves. Its aim was to reflect the Australian alternative
movement. The group was backed by The Klinik Hotel in Strand's basement, with phones and a mixer they used to broadcast experimental broadcasts. Initially, DJs
were confined to only two formats; Thursday night rock and early Friday night soul, in a format called "Faces". Radio Jindi ran for eighteen months. It dropped most
of its regular programs and, as lead singer Bernard Fanning recalled, "The DJs had a pretty tight schedule because we were new to this whole thing. So we'd get up
in the morning, go to the studio, set the dials, and listen to the music, and that's what we'd be playing until midnight. So we had strict hours. "At that time we were
kind of living out of a suitcase in the listening room at the Klinik. Then we got the contract to operate the station in the Strand. So then we moved to the Klinik. We
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